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E-pay Asia 
Busy Bees 
17.25p   6 September 2006 
 
 
 
 
E-pay Asia has been busy since we wrote our last note, expanding 
its e-payment operations and in particular signing up significant 
new partners. We are impressed with the deals done so far and it 
appears from the recent results that the existing operations continue 
to perform well. 

● H1 revenue was AUD261m – this has become a very 
substantial company. Pre-tax profit was AUD5.1m. 

● Q2 saw revenues up 81% year on year, while ebitda more 
than doubled. 

● E-pay Asia has bought out the minority in its Indonesian 
operation. This will add some AUD 450k to the bottom 
line. 

● An association with Shell and Petronas will provide diesel 
top up services at approximately 1,300 petrol stations in 
Malaysia. The company has also signed up the Malaysian 
postal network to extend its top up services to more than 
900 post offices. 

● The company has signed up U-fone, the second largest 
mobile network in Pakistan. 

●  It has acquired Mobiepay, a provider of specialist e-
payment systems. Mobiepay’s system enables SMS top-
ups; it is multilingual and can handle Chinese characters. 

● The non-core W Home business has been sold for AUD 
150k cash and AUD 350k shares in BigAir Group, which 
is listed on ASX. 

● We have updated our forecasts and for the first time are 
providing a 2009 estimate 

 

 

Y/E Sales Declared Adjusted Adjusted 
Diluted 

P/e ratio Dividend 
p. 

Yield 

December AUDm Profit AUDm Profit AUDm Eps p.   % 
2006e 620 12.5 12.5 1.0 17.3 0.4 2.3 
2007e 1037 23.0 23.0 1.4 12.3 0.6 3.3 
2008e 1596 35.6 35.6 2.1 8.2 0.9 5.0 
2009e 2414 54.9 54.9 3.4 5.1 1.4 7.9 

2007 – 9 eps estimates calculated on  est. 273m 
shares
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E-pay Asia has been busy since we last wrote 
on the company. It has bought in the minority 
in one of its operations, announced new 
partnerships, acquired a new e-payment 
solutions business which expands its 
functionality, and sold a legacy non-core asset 
raising useful cash. It has also recently issued 
interim results which enable us to upgrade our 
profit forecast. 
 

Malaysian Tax 
Exemption 
 
Confirmation has been received that the tax 
exemption in Malaysia, which was due to be 
expire shortly, has been renewed for a further 
five years. It will now expire on 14 August 
2011. Malaysia is a key profit generator for the 
group. This announcement is good news and 
means that our eps forecasts can be 
underpinned by a low tax charge going 
forward. 
 

Results 
E-pay Asia has just issued its results for the 
first half of the year. With total net profit of 
AUD 3.38m, it shows it is well on track to 
achieve more than our previous estimate. The 
company has issued guidance that net profit for 
the year will not be below AUD 6m and we 
believe that if current growth continues it 
could be materially higher. 
 
Gross margin for the first half was well up on 
last year’s 3.12%, with Q1 coming in at 3.37% 
and Q2 only marginally lower at 3.32%. 
Though the level of absolute margin is low 
(owing to the reporting method chosen), that 
represents a 10% increase in profitability. One 
factor has been the increased use of SMS top-
ups, which because they are automatically 
handled and do not require e-pay Asia to fund 
the acquisition of a terminal, have lower costs. 
We expect this trend to continue and it is a 
major factor in our raised profit forecast 
 
Operating cash flow has been strong, with over 
AUD 4.37m inflow in the period.  
 

Indonesia – 
Acquisition of 
Remaining Minority 
 
The acquisition of the minority interest in the 
Indonesian operations from e-pay Asia's local 
partner appears to be a good deal for the 

company. First of all it puts the company 
firmly in control of its operations, and removes 
one layer of complexity from the organisation 
(though the stake is still split between direct 
and indirect investments, the latter through e-
pay Malaysia). 
 
We expect the deal to enhance net income 
slightly in the short term. For years after 2008 
our profit estimates have been increased by 6% 
as a result of the deal. 
 

New Partnerships 
 
e-pay Asia has signed up significant new 
partners in Malaysia. First, it announced that it 
will offer prepaid diesel top up services in 
association with Shell and Petronas, the 
Malaysian oil company. These cards will be 
offered to diesel users at approximately 1,300 
petrol stations. 
 
This is significant as a product diversification 
from mobile top-up services and we believe it 
could become a significant area of business for 
the company. It is also handily cash flow 
generative since e-pay Asia is able to collect 
payments from the consumer before paying for 
the fuel used, having negotiated good credit 
terms from its partners. The average size of 
transaction is higher than with mobile top-up 
and we expect to see a good increase in 
revenues from this source. On a very back-of-
envelope calculation we believe that in the 
medium term this could increase the 
company’s revenues by as much as 10%. 
 
Most recently e-pay Asia has announced a 
partnership with the Malaysian postal network 
to extend its mobile e-pay network to more 
than 900 post offices. This will help expand 
the company’s total Malaysian network to over 
10,000 points of sale 
 
Malaysia is e-pay Asia’s most developed 
market. We see these developments as 
showing the way the company will also extend 
its product range and partnerships in its other 
markets as they become more mature.  
 
In Pakistan, e-pay Asia has announced a 
partnership with Ufone, which is Pakistan’s 
second largest network and one of the fastest 
growing networks.  Ufone has a 25% share of 
the market. Though mobile penetration is still 
low at 13%, this is a market with massive 
potential. The population is 170m, and 96% of 
all mobile users are on prepay accounts. Frost 
& Sullivan expects mobile penetration to 
increase to 30% by 2008 – giving 53m users 
and indicating compound growth rates well in 
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excess of 30%. This is therefore a prime 
opportunity for e-pay Asia.  
 

Sale of Non-Core 
Assets 
 
In July the company announced that it had 
completed the sale of W Home, its legacy 
broadband business, to BigAir Group. In return 
it received AUD 150k of cash and AUD 350k 
of shares in BigAir, which is quoted on the 
Australian Stock Exchange.  
 
We had not factored any proceeds from 
disposal into our forecasts, so the cash flow 
forecast has now been increased.  We are 
particularly glad that with this disposal, the 
company has severed its ties with the past and 
can now concentrate singlemindedly on 
developing the e-payments business. 
 

Estimates 
 
We have fully reworked our estimates to take 
account of all these changes. The most 
important factors are: 

● addition to cash of the proceeds from 
disposal, and deduction of the cash 
outflow for the acquisition of the 
minority in the Indonesian operations 
and the Mobiepay cash element (USD 
100k = AUD 130k); 

● increase in margins owing to the 
change in business mix towards SMS 
top-ups; 

● some increase in margins will also 
come from Mobiepay contributing 

high margin income from 
software/services sales to third 
parties; 

● increased revenues for future years as 
the new partnerships start to 
contribute fully, and particularly as 
petrol pre-pay increases average 
transaction size; 

● changes in the number of shares 
owing to acquisition issuance and 
increased forecasts (increasing the 
number of shares issuance to Simon 
Loh). 

The effect is to increase net profit, but to 
decrease earnings in 2006. However, in future 
years we expect AUD earnings to increase as a 
result of the changes. 
 
The company at the results maintained its 
guidance of net profit attributable to 
shareholders at AUD 6m or more. We are now 
forecasting AUS 6.3m net profit giving EPS 
this year of 1p, and next year of 1.5p. 
 
These calculations refer to diluted EPS instead 
of basic EPS or adjusted EPS. 
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